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Providing Safe, Efficient RRC Solutions

From Simple to the Most Complex Industrial Operations
The following is the eleventh installment of a 12-part series exploring the question:
Who is Hetronic in the Radio Remote Control Industry, and why Should I Care?
As a global market leader, Hetronic provides some of
the most reliable and cost-effective RRCs in the world.

From operating simple overhead cranes and hoists to
controlling complex manufacturing and materials
handling operations, you can depend on Hetronic to
provide safe, reliable, cost-effective RRC solutions.
Since many industrial operations require multiple
transmitters and receivers to be continually and
simultaneously operated in close proximity,
frequency interference is always a central concern.
At Hetronic, we’ve got you covered. Our products
are equipped with a variety of proven interference
protection features such as manual, AUTX and
SCAN modes, grouped channel configurations,
electromagnetic compatibility (ECO) protection,
short range start up capability, and more.

Pictured above: As many as 30
Hetronic transmitters are constantly
used in this Dutch flower auction hall.

The Choice is Yours

We listen carefully to understand your operational
needs, and partner with you, to provide the most
cost-effective, safe and reliable systems to meet your
exact requirements.
Whether your operation calls for one of our off-theshelf standard configurations or a completely tailormade system, our wide range of versatile products
allows you unprecedented choices and flexibility.
Through global manufacturing and representatives in
over 45 countries, our service and support network
helps maximize your “uptime,” no matter where you
work in the world

LOCAL BUT GLOBAL
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To name a few, Hetronic’s
Ergo F, Pocket and Mini
transmitters are also
popular choices for
industrial applications.
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Specializing in High Quality, Safe, Reliable
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